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Abstract—Data communication in Vehicular Ad hoc NET-
works (VANETs) tends to be an important challenge mainly
due to intermittent connectivity and MAC layer collisions.
Such issues hinder reliable and in-order reception of data
packets and hence lead to poor performance of some
applications like file transferring. In this paper we propose
a file exchange scheme based on Fountain coding aiming
at improving throughput of the network. In the proposed
approach there is no need of in-order reception of packets,
thus, vehicles can make benefit of opportunistic delivery of
data. As a result we use UDP in contrast to classical use of
TCP while reliability is still preserved. Results of extensive
simulations show that the proposed approach increases the
number of successful file exchanges as well as the average
throughput of each vehicle. It also facilitate resumable
downloads. Therefore it can be a good candidate for comfort
applications in VANETs which mainly rely on file (or any
sort of bulk data) exchange.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) are a special
type of Mobile ad Hoc Networks (MANETs), where
wireless-equipped vehicles form a network spontaneously
while traveling along the road. Direct wireless trans-
mission from vehicle to vehicle make it possible to
communicate even where there is no telecommunication
infrastructure, such as the base stations of cellular phone
systems or the access points of wireless dedicated access
networks.

This new paradigm of communication has been motiva-
tiong lots of efforts in academic and standardization com-
munities. The US’s Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) has allocated seven 10 MHZ channels in the 5.9
GHz band for Dedicated Short Range Communication
(DSRC) to enhance the safety and productivity of the
transportation system [1]. The IEEE has taken up working
on a new standard for VANETs which is called IEEE
802.11p [2]. In addition some other projects outside the
US like: PReVENT project [3] in Europe, InternetITS [4]

in Japan and Network on Wheels [5] in Germany aim to
solve the challenges. So in the near future, vehicles can
benefit from the spontaneous wireless communications.

VANETs have many distinctive characteristics and com-
munication challenges as described in [6]. According to
the FCC frequency allocation one can categorize two main
classes of applications for vehicular ad hoc networks. The
first category aims to improve the safety level in roads, i.e.,
safety applications. In this case, VANETs can be seen as
a complementary to the current Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS)[10], [11], in order to enhance the coverage
and performance. The second class of applications is com-
mercial services i.e., comfort applications. Applications in
this class offer commercial services like internet access on
roads, multimedia download, route optimization, etc. Note
that in the current DSRC standard six 10 MHz channels
are dedicated for comfort applications and one channel
to safety applications. Thus comfort applications are pre-
dicted to take popularity in the future. It should be stressed
that safety applications are assigned priority. Therefore,
comfort applications do not intervene in the exchange of
safety related application provided that efficient channel
assignment techniques are adopted. A big category of
comfort applications normally demand files with various
sizes to be exchanged. In this paper we focus on a file-
exchanged protocol which can be taken advantage of in
such comfort applications.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Standard file transfer protocols (e.g., FTP protocol)
normally divide a file into some packet-sized pieces,
then transmit each packet until it is successfully received
using reliable transport layer protocols ( e.g., TCP). TCP
treats data as an ordered sequence of packets and uses
retransmissions to guarantee that, from the receiver’s point
of view, all packets are received in order. Also to guarantee
that each packet is received reliably, it uses a closed-loop



acknowledgment approach. As a result reliable and in-
order reception of each piece of file is promised.

VANETs suffer from intermittent connections due to
movement of vehicles [9]. Thus the amount of packets
which may be received successfully varies with the traffic
pattern and the order of received packets may not be
preserved. Therefore such an ordered-sequence paradigm
of TCP is too restrictive. Furthermore, TCP relies on a
closed-loop control mechanism wherein the good receipt
of data packets at the receiver is acknowledged through
the transmission of ACKnowledgements (ACKs) in the
reverse direction. This issue results in increasing traffic
load of the network and thus leads to increase of inter-
ference and collision level in the MAC layer of DSRC
standard which is based on IEEE 802.11p. Since IEEE
802.11p is based on CSMA/CA mechanism, the collisions
are too restrictive and causes poor throughput of TCP
connections.

On one hand, file transfer, inherently demands reliable
and in-order data transmission which is the main reason
for which TCP is used. On the other hand, as mentioned
above, TCP shows to be insufficient in a dynamic envi-
ronment like VANETs due to using closed-loop reliability
provisioning strategy and in-order policy of reception.
The goal of this paper, thus, is to propose an alternative
approach to achieve high throughput along with reliability
as is desirable in the comfort application of VANETs.

Although some authors has investigated the perfor-
mance of TCP in VANETs [7] and suggested some
amendment to the TCP [8], [9], we believe that TCP still
has its own limitation. Therefore, our proposed approach
is based on using UDP along with an application layer
coding technique called Fountain coding.

III. FOUNTAIN CODING

As mentioned in the previous section, using standard
file transmission protocols (which are originally proposed
for wired networks and make use of TCP) is not sufficient
in VANETs. Taking advantage of open-loop mechanisms
can be a candidate for alleviating the network’s load but
for assuring reliability, some overhead (i.e., sending an
extra amount of packets) should be imposed as well. The
extra data in the receiver is used for reliably retrieving the
transmitted file. This is the rationale behind erasure codes
such as Reed-Salomon [12] or Tornado codes [13]. The
main shortcoming in this case is complexity which renders
these coding schemes impractical when the number of
packets to be sent is large.

Fountain Codes (FCs) [14] are, on the contrary, low
complexity, rateless codes, which operate as follows: the
file to be sent is first decomposed into input symbols,
which may be of any length. An integer is then retrieved
at random from a distribution, called the degree distri-

bution; a typical one being the Solitron [15]. This integer
determines the number of symbols that would be summed
up together, using XOR operations on the bit level, into
one output symbol. The receiver then receives these output
symbols, reads in the header their degrees and proceeds to
decoding the input symbols using reverse XOR operations.
The term fountain refers to the fact that the only thing that
the receiver needs to be able to reconstruct the original
input symbols is to receive a minimum number of any
output symbols. Let k be the original number of packets
that constitute the file to be transmitted and let n be the
total number of packets that need to be received at the
receiver so that it can decode the original content. We
have n = k(1+ε), where ε, termed the decoding efficiency,
ranges typically between 10 and 100% ( normally in
the range of 5 or 10 percent), depending on the specific
implementation [16]. Please note that when the receiver
receives the n symbols, decoding is successful with a
probability equal to (1 − δ) where δ is upper-bounded
by 2kε. This means that larger file sizes and/or higher
values of ε make the decoding probability even larger. As
of complexity, it may be as low as linear in the number
of coded symbols.

The cost of using FCs in terms of load is mainly due
to the number of encoded packets which needs to be
larger than the initial number of packets that constitute the
original file. Examples of FCs are Luby Transform Codes
(LTCs) [17], Raptor Codes (RCs) [18], which add one pre-
coding step to LTC and use a mean degree equal to 3, and
Online Codes [19] which are a special, asymmetric case
of RCs. FCs have been standardized as application layer
Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes for Multimedia
Broadcast and Multicast Services (MBMS) by 3GPP [19]
and Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) by ETSI [21].

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Among the potential applications of VANETs (safety
and comfort applications), we believe that using Fountain
coding best suits comfort applications. This is because in
safety applications we normally encounter a small number
of bytes (in the scale of few kilo bytes) to be transmitted
and thus there is no need to chop a safety message into
pieces. Furthermore, due to restrict delay requirements of
safety message the time overhead of coding and decoding
algorithms could be intolerable by safety applications.
Therefore, in the sequel of the paper we focus of those
comfort applications which are based on file (or bulk data)
exchange.

We suggest that each vehicle make use of UDP (in-
stead of TCP) along with an application layer protocol
based on Fountain coding to satisfy reliability. However,
closed loop protocols which exchange ACK messages to
provision such a reliability are not feasible. This is mainly



because in VANETs due to breakable links, the ACK
messages are also likely subjected to loss. This indeed
leads to poorer throughput and bandwidth disuse. Whereas
our approach is based on an open-loop mechanism in
which there is no need to any ACK of data packets.

In the proposed algorithm the sender vehicle encodes
files using a sample of Fountain like Raptor [18] (or the
files maybe encoded off-line and stored in the memory of
sender). Then the sender sends a train of encoded packets
toward the receiver using UDP protocol in the transport
layer like a Fountain which spreads water drops. In the
beginning of a file transmission, the sender declares the
amount of packets of the original file, size of each packet,
the coding algorithm and etc. When the packets arrive, the
receiver tries to decode the file using the same coding
algorithm. Whenever the amount of received packet is
enough, the receiver sends a message to the sender and
asks to stop sending of packets. Note that the sufficient
amount of packets for successful encoding are just slightly
larger than the amount of actual file packets. But there
is no need to receive packets in a special order and all
packets have equivalent value for the receiver vehicle (see
section III).

V. SIMULATION

We implemented the proposed approach in GloMoSim
library-2.03 simulator [22]. The MAC layer is IEEE
802.11 ( base of DSRC standard) and transmission range
of vehicles is 250m. The bandwidth is set to 2Mbps and
the utilized routing protocol is AODV [23]. To have a
more precise simulation we used the movement patterns
published by European project FleetNet [24]. The results
presented in this paper are for a highway scenario with
2 lanes in each direction and density of 2 vehicles per
kilometers. The length of highway is 15 km and the
simulation time is 60 seconds. We assume that the original
file is recovered by an overhead of 20% ( note that current
Fountain algorithms are able to achieve the overhead of
5% easily). The implementation of coding and decoding
algorithm for a special type of fountain codes is out of
scope of this paper. Therefore in the implemented sce-
nario, the sender vehicle sends out a sequence of packets
to the sender. Whenever the receiver gets 120% of original
file packets (distinctive packets), no matter whether the
order is preserved or not, it sends back an ACK to the
sender. The sender then stops sending out new packets.
Since normally vehicles tend to start communication with
the neighboring vehicles ,in the simulation, we chose 30
vehicle pairs such that their hop count distance is less than
4 when the communication is initiated.The results in the
following curves are average of these 30 values. For sake
of evaluation the following scenarios are considered:
• FTP: in which each vehicle sends out file pieces

of size 1KB using TCP. Therefore it uses TCP’s
signalling to assure successful reception of each file
pieces. In the application layer a standard implemen-
tation of FTP protocol is implemented.

• FOUNTAIN: in which each vehicle sends out file
pieces of size 1KB using UDP. In the application
layer coding and decoding based on various samples
of Fountain coding like LT [17], Raptor [18] is
supposed to be used.

First we evaluate the number of complete file trans-
mission operations. This issue is important for comfort
application, because, due to their nature, vehicles can
make use of such application only if the related file is
downloaded completely. As shown is Fig. 1 the FOUN-
TAIN scenario outperforms the FTP scenario. However,
as one can conclude from the figure, in most of the cases,
we observe a poor performance in terms of number of
completely downloaded files. Since this is inevitable due
to dynamic nature of traffic we need to provide a resume
facility. In other words vehicles could be able to continue
their incomplete download from other vehicles somewhere
else and/or some time later. Using Fountain coding can
best fit this requirement because each neighboring vehicle
may have different packets from a file. In such a situation,
a vehicle can reconstruct the file whenever it is able
to collect enough distinctive packets from neighboring
vehicles. Whereas, in the case of FTP, the vehicle would
need to collect specific packets (based on the pre-defined
order) which may be hard to obtain from neighboring
vehicles. Obviously this demands some application layer
support.

Fig. 1. Number of completely downloaded files (out of 30)

The other evaluation metric is byte throughput. This
metric is important since vehicles may be able to resume
the download some time later or from some other vehicles.



As followed from Fig. 2, the FOUNTAIN scenario’s
throughput in terms of byte count is higher than the
FTP scenario. Indeed by taking advantage of Fountain
coding we can transfer larger files in comparison to the
case when a classic FTP algorithm is used. It is mainly
because FOUNTAIN scenario neither uses re-transmission
mechanism nor it needs in-order packet delivery. In other
words in FOUNTAIN all file chops have equivalent value,
and, if one is lost it can be replaced by another one easily.

Fig. 2. Average throughput of the network without participation of
opposite direction traffic

In the previous figures we assumed that only vehicles in
the same highway direction participate in each other’s data
communication. Many safety applications in VANETs
restrict the level of participation to one direction due
to problems related to direction recognition. However in
comfort applications, in particular those which rely on file
exchange, using both traffic direction can be acceptable.
The effect of opposite side traffic participation on the
throughput of the aforementioned scenarios is depicted
in Fig. 3. As the figure suggests, the benefit of Fountain
coding is even more significant when both directions of
traffic participate in communication. It is because the op-
posite side traffic provides more facilities for opportunistic
packet delivery of which the FOUNTAIN scenario takes
better advantage. In other words, as long as new data
packets are received their order is not a concern. While
the FTP scenario can not make benefit of intermittent
connectivity of VANETs. This issue confirm the suitability
of using fountain coding for VANETs.

One of the drawbacks of the proposed approach is
its transmission inefficiency. Since the FOUNTAIN uses
UDP, it pumps more packets into the network in com-
parison to FTP which takes advantage of TCP. This is
mainly due to open-loop strategy of UDP. Furthermore,
as mentioned in section III, there is a small overhead (ε
percent) in the coding-decoding process of Fountain cods.
Therefore employing FOUNTAIN scenario can potentially
lead to bandwidth misuse. This issue has been confirmed

Fig. 3. Effect of both direction traffic participation on the average
throughput of the network

by results of simulation shown in Fig. 4. As shown in
the figure, the FOUNTAIN scenario has less transmission
efficiency ( defined as: the number of packets received
by the receiver divided by the number of transmitted
packets by the sender). That is, in FOUNATIN, the sender
sends more packets to transfer the same file in comparison
to the FTP scenario. It should be noted that in the
proposed approach we have tried to control the amount of
transmitted packets : after successful file reconstruction,
the receiver send back to the sender an ACK packet to
announce it to stop pumping packets into the network.

Fig. 4. Comparison of transmission efficiencies (in presence of two-
direction traffic

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper we proposed a promising approach for
implementing a group of comfort applications in VANETs
which are relied on file exchange. We have shown that
using Fountain coding in the application layer along with
UDP in the transport layer leads to higher throughput in
comparison to FTP. We further showed that the number of



completely downloaded files is increased noticeably and
also resumable downloads are facilitated. Moreover the
proposed approach takes best advantage of opportunistic
data delivery which may take place due to intermittent
connectivity of VANETs.

Due to their nature using Fountain coding can be a good
candidate for broadcast and multicast. In the future works
we aim at studying this issue in VANETs. Moreover,
the application of Fountain coding in safety applications
deserves more in-depth investigations in the future works.
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